
Let's Make Beautiful Things Together

Where to Start?

First confirm you have all card elements and pre-plan your card layout. 
Just to get an idea of how you want it to look.

Contents:

1 Navy card base
1 Navy square frame
1 Navy flap panel
3 Red squares
3 White cross die cuts
3 White bow die cuts
1 White hillside
3 Snowflake die cuts
1 Yeti die cut
1 Speech bubble die cut
3 Navy triangles 
1 White panel
Foam strips (adhesive backed)
Coordinating envelope*

Kit 177 

Just some info: ADHERE means to stick
your card elements together using a tape
runner, a double sided tape, a liquid craft
glue or any combination of those. If I
specify a type of adhesive, that’s because
the situation will work BEST using the
recommended adhesive. But you can
always just use what you have!



Let’s begin by creating the scene that sits under the flap panel. The white
hillside will be the first layer and it will be adhered to the front of the card
base. It will lay beneath the square frame piece. Use the square frame piece
to help you decide where the hillside will go. Once the position of the
hillside is decided, adhere it into place.
Now adhere the square frame piece to the front of the card base making
sure to leave an even border of navy showing along each edge.
To decorate the scene, adhere the snowflakes, Yeti and speech bubble die
cuts in the open square spaces. See example picture for placement ideas.
Now let’s create the top lift-the-flap panel. Build the red square pieces by
adhering a white cross and bow die cut to each red square. 
Next, carefully adhere the red gift squares to the flap pieces making sure to
adhere them securely along each edge. Take care to not allow the red piece
to overhang the fold line at the top of each flap. 
Next, use a small dot of glue to adhere a navy triangle to the corner of each
gift flap piece. Allow the triangle to hang over the edge. This will be the
grasping point for the recipient. Take care not to glue the triangle down to
the lift-the-flap frame.
Next, use a small dot of glue to adhere a navy triangle to the corner of each
gift flap piece. Allow the triangle to hang over the edge. This will be the
grasping point for the recipient. Take care not to glue the triangle down to
the lift-the-flap frame.
Adhere the foam backed lift-the-flap panel to the square frame piece on the
card base, aligning them along each edge.
You should be able to lift each flap freely now with it settling back into place
easily. TIP: If there is an edge of paper keeping the flap from moving freely,
carefully trim it back with scissors.
Now that the card front is constructed, adhere it to the front of the card base
making sure to leave an even border of white showing along each edge.
Finally, use small dots of liquid glue to adhere the sequins to the embossed
panel for added decoration. See example picture for placement ideas.

Let’s Begin! 

We’ll construct the card front first. 

You’ll need all of the pieces except the stamped white panel. 
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Thank you so much for crafting with me!
Don't forget to use the hashtag #sandiscardscreations on instagram

to share your finished product and be featured in my story!
*Confirm postage needed when mailing

 

Adhere the white gift panel to the inside of the card base making sure to
leave an even border of navy showing along each edge.

1.

That's it! Now let’s decorate the inside of the card.


